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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A company plans to migrate purchase orders from an older system into Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You need to generate field mapping between the source and the target data structures. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 



 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

You are a Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations developer. 

You have a report in an existing model that connects with the following objects: 

in-memory table 

data provider class controller class contract class 

The report is locked for modifications. 

You need to create an extension of the in-memory table in a model and you add the new field to the extension. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working with extended data types in Visual Studio. 

You need to create an extension of an Extended Data Types (EDT) that is derived from base data types. 



Which three properties can be modified? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. String size 

B. IsExtensible 

C. Form help 

D. Alignment 

E. Label 

Correct Answer: ACE 

String size can be defined only on root EDTs. The system will use the largest value that is defined across the EDT and
its extensions. 

Labels and Help text properties can be changed by an extension, but only one value can remain. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/extensibility/extensible-edts 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You must extend the class SalesLineType and add a new method that returns the day of week for the system\\'s current
date as an integer value. 

You need to create a class that extends SalesLineType and adds the new method. 

Solution: You create the following code: 



Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a Dynamics 365 Finance developer. 

You need to ensure that an integration is triggered when a specific process starts. 

Which tool should you use to retrieve the status from the Production order? 

A. Batch job 

B. Periodic flow 

C. Business event 

D. Recurring Data Entity export 

Correct Answer: C 

 

Business events can be used as triggers from D365FO in Power Automate/MS Flow in an end to end way. 

Reference: https://community.dynamics.com/ax/b/happyd365fo/posts/triggers-using-business-event-in-power-automate-
and-microsoft-dynamics-365-finance-and-operations 

 

QUESTION 6

You are training a new Dynamics 365 Finance developer. 



You need to recommend where asynchronous integrations should be used instead of synchronous integrations. 

For which scenario should you recommend asynchronous integration? 

A. A warehouse wants to track movement of all inventory from scanners to the system. 

B. A retailer wants to ensure gift card balances are communicated back to the system from point of sale (POS) terminals
in near real-time. 

C. A company uses an on-premises inventory management system that needs to receive sales order data every hour
throughout the day. 

D. A service company needs workers to be able to access just-in-time inventory data from the field by using a third-party
Software as a Service (SaaS) application to ensure they have parts to complete a service. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/data-entities/integration-overview 

 

QUESTION 7

You need to investigate the Vendor exclusion list issue. What should you do? 

A. Navigate to the General tab, select Record Info, and then select Show all fields. 

B. Navigate to the Options tab, select Record Info, and then select Show all fields. 

C. Navigate to the Options tab and select Database log. 

D. Navigate to the Page options tab, select Record Info, and then select Show all fields. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://community.dynamics.com/365/financeandoperations/b/daxology/posts/database-logging-setup-in-
d365fo 

 

QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP 

You need to map the Dynamics 365 Finance components into the standard models. 

Which component belongs to which model? To answer, drag the appropriate models to the correct components. Each
model may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/dev-tools/application-stack-server-
architecture 

 

QUESTION 9

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You must extend the class SalesLineType and add a new method that returns the day of week for the system\\'s current
date as an integer value. 

You need to create a class that extends SalesLineType and adds the new method. 



Solution: You create the following code: 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

You are a Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations developer. 

The sales department manager must to be able to view total customers by region and total sales by regions. 

You need to build key performance indicators (KPIs) and display them on a tile in the application. 

How should you model the KPI? To answer, drag the appropriate objects to the correct KPI components. Each object
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/analytics 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to implement the payroll application data process. 

Which two objects should you create? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. a data contract class that uses the DataContractAttribute attribute 

B. a service class that has a public method which accepts a single parameter for a contract 

C. a class that extends SysOperationServiceBase 

D. an UIBuilder class that extends SysOperationAutomaticUIBuilder 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: http://daxingwitheshant.blogspot.com/2018/06/sysoperation-framework.html 



 

QUESTION 12

You are Dynamics 365 Finance developer. 

You need to initialize an embedded Microsoft Power BI report. 

Which code segment should you add to the form initialization method? 

A. getPBIReportByResourceName(resourceName) 

B. initializeReportControl(WorkspaceName, FormGroup) 

C. importAndStoreReport(powerBIConfiguration, resourceName, isUpate) 

D. deployOrUpdateReport(powerBIConfiguration, reportName, resourceName) 

Correct Answer: B 
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